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GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FORM
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK beginning 8 a. m. December 20th 19 26 FROM engineering Dept. letter no.
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage. A drop of 842 million cubic feet has been recorded in the water 
storage of Ripogenus ana worth Twin auring the past week, Ripogenus 
continues to keep one gate one-half open.
Today’s Report: Ripogenus El.: 940.18 Storage 25,253 M. Cu. Ft.
N, Twin. El. : 489.80_______ " 11,850 "
Total Storage 37,103 M. Cu. Ft.
Ground Wood 
Screens Mill #1 
Job. #1105.





Three more of the old baker & Shevlin screens were removed during 
the past week. It is now possible to install the remainder of the screens 
(four in number) ana a start was made on than this morning. A tailing 
pump for handling the rejections from the first screens to the second sere 
is being set up on the main floor this morning also. This replaces the 
one set in the basement temporarily.
The remainder of the Fenberthy ejectors .ere installed on the dryers 
of the new No. 8 machine Sunday, Dec. 26th.
The new pit for this pump has been made and the pump installed in 
place, lhe forms are being removed this morning. The pump should be reedy 





E. Mkt. Dam. 
Joo. /2U43.
Suction Couch. 
Mill $. Job. 
#2064.
Miscellaneous.
This job is now complete, with the exception of erecting lightening 
arrestors on the line. The new line will probably be put into service on 
next Sunday. Temporary panels in the transformer station erected but not 
connected up yet.
This year’s work completed and the Foundation Co., gone.
Have installed this past week for No. 2 machine, founuations, motor 
base and other preliminary work. Lettei*  from Rice, Barton promises part 
shipment of their material this ^eek, one stone press roll to be shipped 
Jan. Sth ana others at five or six day intervals.
Messrs, nowler ana Carrier returned from ^oston, ednesaay morning 
Dec. 22d.
Mr. Seldon returnee from Madison Thursday morning, Dec. 23d and 
is leaving for Augusta ana Boston toaay, Monday, Dec. 27th.
Die. RVi'.
—""
F. L. Bowler, engineerDATE MAILED Dec. 27, 1926 s,GNEp-U
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER





The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin show a lose of 584 
million cubic feet during the week. One gate remains one-half open at 
Ripogenus.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 940.70 Storage 25,885 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ” 490.10 " 12,060 " * "
Total Storage 37,945 ” ” “
This beater continues to operate very satisfactorily.
Ground Wood 
Screens Job 1105
No. 8 Paper 
Machine Dryers 
Mill No. 1
There are nine of the old Baker & Shevlin screens now dismantled 
and removed. The remaining four screens have not yet been installed. 
Mr. Haug of the Bird Machine Co. visited the installation the first 
of the week, arriving Monday Dec. 13th and leaving Thursday Dec. 16th. 
He made a few experiments, the most important of which was to try 
out a new rejection bar, which seemed to help considerably.
Twenty-eight of the dryers on the new #8 paper machine are equipped 
with the penberthy ejectors. Sunday, Dec. 19th the opening in the 
discharge orifice of these ejectors was increased to a larger opening 




The work at the Receiving Station is completed and about three 
more days will complete the work on the Dolby end of the line. Pre­
liminary work on the transformer change is being carried along at the 
same time.
Repairs to E. 
Mlk’t Dam
Job 2043
Work all completed for this year and Foundation Company now 
cleaning up their accounts. Messrs. Crowell & Gardner of The Foundation 




Preliminary work for the installation on No. 2 Paper Machine is 
under way.
Mr. Bowler returned from Canada Wednesday morning December 15th.
Mr. Weldon returned from Cushnoc Paper Co., Augusta, Tuesday 
night Dec. 14th.
Messrs. Meyers and Robbins of General Electric Co. arrived at 
Millinocket Friday morning Dec. 17th regards some experiments on the 
turbine set of the new #8 paper machine drive.
A shredder for handling the wet broke of No. 9 and 10 paper machines 
was put into operation this morning by the Bureau of Economy.
Mr. Weldon leaving for Madison to-day noon.
Messrs. Bowler and Carrier leaving for Boston to-night.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED
December 20. 1926 Engineer.
FORM
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning 8 a. m. Dec. 6, 9 26 from Engineering Dept. LETTER NO. 49
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage the week, 
with same 1/2 gate opening as last week.
The water storage at Ripogenus shows a loss during 
of 151 million cubic feet,
North Twin storage is still holding
Total precipitation at
at Millinocket 0.64".








Dam - Job 2043
Fan House $3 &





Te-day’s Report: Ripogenus 
North Twin
Elev. 940.98 Storage 26,224 Mil. Cu.Ft
" 490.45 " 12.305 " * •
Total Storage 38,529 ” ” "
A new stock consistency 
of the Trimbey Regulator, and
regulator is being triea out, in place 
is working very satisfactorily.
JJork at Receiving Station finished and lines connected at this 
point. Dolby end of line to be connected up week of Dec. 13th. 
Cable switch installed and temporary panels installed in Transformer 
Station at Lower Mill for additional circuits to Machine Room.
All concreting and guniting finished Dec. 11th and coffer is 
to be removed the first of the week (Dec. 13th).
Roof 50% waterproofed. Gypsum blocks for side walls in place. 
Copper up-takes half completed. Mooden frame for hood up-takes 
about 80% completed and about 40% of Asbestos board in place.
Cut out masonry in preparation to changing quarter turn drive for 





Coal conveyor for discharging lump coal from pile, Lili No. 
for Town consumption installed and working very satisfactorily.
Er. J. M. Wade of General Electric Company was in town Dec. 
to 10th inclusive, conferring with Messrs. Bowler and Nickerson,
electrical equipment and layout for changes to transformer station at 
Lower Mill.
Mr. C. C. Crusius of American Voith Contact Company was here 
December 9th in regard to magazine grinder for Lower Mill.
Mr. Bowler left Dec. 11th for Montreal.




Engineer.DATE MAILED Dec. 13, 1926
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER










Dam - Job 2043
Dolby-E.Mik’t.
Transmission
Line - Job 2052
miscellaneous
The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin continued to gain 
during the week showing an increase of 1,276 million cubic feet. Tho 
discharge at Ripogenus has been decreased from 2 full gates on Monday 
last Nov. 29th, to 1/2 full gate now. Total precipitation for month 
of November at Ripogenus was 4.85 inches and at Millinocket 6.50 inches.
To-day’s
The
Report: Ripogenus Elev. 941.15 Storage








Shartle Beater continues to operate very satisfactorily.
of the old Baker &
A
Two
removed during the week, 
removal of the next two.
Concrete all poured in 
for gunite to-day.
Shevlin screens and spouting have been 
start is being made this morning on the
third coffer dam. Putting on reinforcement
The 500 feet of wire that was needed to complete the transmission 
pulled up in place. Electrical con­
st Dolby not yet completed.
line itself has been received and 
nections at Receiving Station and
New 10" Rice, Barton & Fales 
to handle white water, yesterday Dec. 5th.
pump installed on ^rapper Paper machine
Twelve dryers on the wet end of No. 8 paper machine were equipped 
with the Penberthy ejectors, yesterday, Dec. 5th.
Messrs. ^hitcomb and Lane visited the mills at Madison, East 
Millinocket and Millinocket, arriving at Madison Monday, November 29th 
and leaving Millinocket Thursday noon, December 2nd.
Mr. F. 4. Partsch (J, 0. Ross Engineering Corp.) was here Dec. 2nd 
re Briner Economizers.
Mr, Burrows of M. C. Tuttle Co. called Dec. 3rd.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED Dec. 6, 1926
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER










Ripogenus and North Twin have gained 2,795 million cubic feet during 
the past week. At 2.30 P.M. November 22nd, the gate openings at Ripogenus 
were increased from 1-1/2 full gates to 2 
the month of November to date is 4.85* ’ at 
Millinocket.
full gates. Precipitation for 
Ripogenus and 6.45 inches at
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev: 941.50














Trie&ey regulator is now being erected in connection 




Six more Haug screens 
making a total of twelve, 
ready for ins tell at ion. A 
old Baker & Shevlin screen
were put into operation yesterday Nov. 28th, 
The remaining four screens are now on hand 
start was made 
this morning.
on the dismantling of another
Repair














The No. 2 coffer dam was flooded and 
, the old concrete is
Job completed Tuesday Nov. 23rd
removed fleenesday Nov. 24th. 
still being drilled out and
Electrical work in the receiving station is about 50% completed. 
Preliminary work on transformer station is being worked on. There is 
about a weeks work on the Dolby end of line also.
The 
has been
heater pipe for 
erected and put
seldon returned
ventilating the south end of the Beater Room 
into operation earing the past week.
Roy
Nov. 23rd, after reinstalling
Diet. RW
November 29, 1926
from St. Croix Paper Company Tuesday night, 




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK beginning 8 A. M. Hov<suberl5, 19 26 FROM Engineering Department letter no.
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Storage in Ripogenus and North Twin has increased 3.8 billion cubic 
feet since Monday November 15. One full gste discharge in effect at 
Ripogenus Nov. 15th waB increased to one full gate plus one gate five 
feet open on November 20th. Precipitation Tuesday Nov. 16th was 1” at 
Millinocket and 1.38” at Rippgenus. Another jb to rm Thursday and Friday 
Nov. 18th and 19th gave 1.83” st MillinocketT Total precipitation 
past week Millinocket 2.84”, Ripogenus 2.44”.
Shartle Beater 
Job 1112
To-day's Report: Ripogenus Elev. 942.07 Storage 27,563 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 483.05 ” 7,204 ”
Total Storage 34,7 67
This Beater was started up this morning and after running a short 
time broke four castings in the hood over roll. Temporary repair made, 
machine now operating.
Repair to £« 
Millinocket Dam
Job 2043
Guniting in second coffer dam completed Saturday Nov. 20th 
except for spots where braces were placed. These have been removed and 
holes concreted. Work proceeding well in third coffer asm. One 





Roof - Job 2059
This Job should be completed this week.





Outside line completed except for about 500 feet of wire *hich  
was short and which has been ordered. Work in Receiving Station 
(50% completed) and in Transformer Station now under way.
Steam Turbine 
No. 8 Fa. Mach.
Meyer and Robbins arrived Friday 18th from General Electric Co. 
to install 2 stage rotor in steam turbine. This work was done Sunday 
Nov. 21st and No. 8 paper machine is in operation again this morning,.
Miscellaneous Current Meter discharge measurements on No. 6 Turbine, Lower Lili, 
were made by Engineering Department Saturday Nov. 20th.
Aeldon left for St. Croix Faper Company Wednesday Nov. 17th re 
air on 3rd presses.
F. S. Crowell, Asst. District Manager, The Foundation Company 
visited iillinocket and Eist Millinocket Friday Nov. 19th.
SIGNED
Engineer.DATE MAILED November 22, 1926
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN FAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
u/zJ *
for week beginning 8 a. m. $oV# gth, 19 26 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 45
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has shown an increase 
of 503 million cubic feet since last Monday, Nov. 8th. One gate open 6 
feet at Ripogenus until 19:30 a.m. Friday Nov. 12th. At that time the 
gate opening was increased to 10 feet and remuined that way for the 
remainder of the week, Precipitation for November to date at Ripogenus 
is 1.95" and at Millinocket 2.58".
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 940.80 Storage 26,006 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ” 479.65 " 4.919 ”




The cast iron tub has been completely assembled at this writing. 
A start on the concrete floor and walls of the tub will be made to­
morrow morning. If nothing unforeseen happens this beater should be 
turned over by the latter part of this week or the first of next.
E.Millinocket 
Dam * Job 2043
Concreting of the No. 2 cofferdam is now completed. Forms have been 
removed and a portion of the steelcrete bolted to the face of the dam 




This job is progressing very good and should be completed in about 
two weeks time.
Screen Room 
Roof - Job 
2059 - Mill #2
flanking is now completed. The motors have all been removed from 
the monitor and the floor laid on the inside preparatory to dismantling 
the old monitor. Five ply of paper has been laid over the entire 




The wires of the new transmission line are now pulled up to the 
receiving station®
Miscellaneous Tests were run on numbers 6 and 2 water wheels at East Millinocket, 
on Saturday and Sunday, Nov. the 13th and 14th respectively. These 
tests weie run under the supervision of Prof. C. M. Allen of Worcester, 
Mass, who arrived at Millinocket Saturday morning Nov. 13th accompanied 
by an assistant Mr. Hubbard. Another assistant Mr. Haines arrived the 
proceeding Thursday Nov. 11th to prepare the dynamometer and to inspect 
the wheels. They left Millinocket Monday Nov. 15th.
Diet.RVW
DATE MAILED November 15, 1926
signed /y /
/' C- Engineer.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER







Roof - Job 110£i
Shartls Beater
Job 1112
N. Twin Dam 
Job 1107
E. Millinocket 








Line - Job 2052
During the past week, the water storage of Ripogenus and North 
Twin has dropped off 296 million cubic feet. On Thursday, November 4th, 
the gate opening was increased from 2 feet to 6 feet, and remained with 
a 6 foot opening for the remainder of the week. Precipitation for week 
at Ripogenus and Millinocket was 0.34 inches each.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 940.93 Storage 26,163 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 478.65 ” 4,259 "
Total 30,422 "
Twelve screens now installed with six of them in operation. There 
are two more screens on hand, leaving two more to yet be received. 
Large spiral riveted pipe for the knotter installation is being placed 
by the pipers.
This job is completed as far as it will be carried this year, and 
consists of about 75% of the total.
The pump and pulley pits have been poured, also the piers for 
countershaft. H. L. Henderson, erector for Shartle Bros, arrived 
Millinocket Firday A.M. November 5th and has s.arted erection of beater.
Finished installation of steel gates Thursday November 4th. Mr. 
C. Gribbin, Portland Co.’s foreman, left Millinocket Friday morning 
November 5th.
About one third of the length of cofferaam No. 2 has been concreted 
and the forms removed ready for guniting. Concrete is to be poured 
on one-half of the remaining section to-day. Foundation Company crew 
has been enlarged so that work has been started in No. 3 coffer dam.
Sill timbers all in place, fastened down and ballasted.
"7 0
ilanking is about 90% done with 90% of it covered with 2 ply of 
felt and 25% covered with 5 ply of felt. Loved motor driving No. 2 
side of screen and made preparations for moving motor driving second 
line of deckers.
Completed the grating around the receiving station. Back filled 
the interior and concreted the floor. Set windows and plastered the 
under side of roof slab.
Miscellaneous Mr. J. M. Wade of the General Electric Co. arrived Lilli ocxet 
Wednesday November 3rd and left Monday, November 8th.
Mr. Stafford of Rice, Barton & Fales Co. visited Millinocket 
Tuesday and Wednesday November 2nd and 3rd.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED November 8, 1926 Engineer*
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Qct • 25, 19 26 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 43
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 499 
million cubic feet since last Monday, October 25th 
to show a small but steady gain with one deep gate open two feet 
Total precipitation for the month of October at Ripogenus was 












To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Kiev. 940.52











Five of the new Haug Screens now in operation*  Three more 
screens all ready for electrical connections and two more moved 
place ready for alignment.
into
Five of the seven skylights are now completely assembled and 
on the newerected*  The tar and gravel is practically all in place 
portion of roof.
Excavation for Shartle Beater is now completed, and 
the bearing is poured. The new sewer 






and final gate is practically installed.
one of the 
has been con-
There re­
mains a few miscellaneous jobs before completing this installation.
Repairs to Water
Tank - Mill #1
This job is now completed*
E.Millinocket 
Dam Job 2043
Old concrete is being drilled out of coffer dam #2. The 
coffer dam is completed, but a start has not been made on the 





The new fishway is progressing very good, being about 25 





Wire looped up ana tied onto insulators, to within 1/2 mile of 
mill. Brickwork on receiving station addition completed and roof 
slab poured in place. Cables from receiving to transformer 




Flanking is about 75 per cent done with 50 per cent of 






Nothing further done this week.
Miscellaneous Messrs*  Whitcomb and McKay visited the mille at Madison, Millinocket, 
and East Millinocket, arriving at Madison Monday, October 25th and 
leaving Millinocket Thursday noon October
Diet. RVW




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Oct. 18, 1926 from Engineering Department LETTER NO. 42
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Starage During the past week the water storage of Ripogenus and North 
Twin has dropped off 900 million cubic feat. One deep gate remains open 
two feet at Ripogenus. The first snow of the year' came Wednesday, 
October 20th, Millinocket recording 9 inches and Ripogenus 6 inches. 
Total precipitation for week at Ripogenus was 0.91 inches and at 











Tank - Mill #1
E.Millinocket 
Dam - Job 2043
Dolby-E.Millin­
ocket Trans.



















About 75 percent of the spouting is in place, and the fifth 
screen is moved into position ready for alignment.
The five layers of felt paper are on the portion of roof replaced. 
Erection of skylights started Wednesday October 20th.
Excavation for the Shartle Beater is nearing completion and 
should be finished within two days time. Brick archway between #10 
calender piers torn down. A start has also been made on the forms 
for the sewer relocation.
The seventh gate is partially installed, leaving only two more 
to be replaced.
The wooden housing has been built around the steel tank, and the 
roof over it is about 30% completed.
The water is being pumped out of the second cofferdam, and a 
start made on the drilling out of the old concrete.
The wire is looped up onto the cross-arms to within one-half a 
mile of the E. Millinocket Mill. Receiving station addition progressing 
good, and cable from Receiving station to Transformer station is in 
place.
Sixty percent of the plunks have been replaced and about 15% 
of the roof is completely tarred and graveled.
Approximately 20 Feet of the old concrete wall has been removed 
and new timbers placed.
The structural steel for the new fan house over #3 and #4 paper 
machines is erected and xiveted. Forms for the floor are built, tlso.
Mr. F. C. Bowler rtlurned from Boston Thursday night October 21st.
Diet. RVW
f




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER








During the past week, the water storage of Ripogenus and North 
Twin has dropped off 1,235 million cubic feet. One deep gate remains 
opened two feet at Ripogenus. Ripogenus has recorded 1.25 inches of 
rainfall during the week and Millinocket has recorded 1.53 inches.
Today’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. • 939.94 Water Storage 24,964 k.C.F.
North Twin. ” • 482.95 ______ 2______7,136 M.C.F.
Total Storage 32,100 M.C.F.
The spouting has been hauled from the & op to the screen room and 
a start made on the erection of same, the top spouts being practically all 
in place. The remaining four screens have not been received as yet from 
the Bird Machine Company.
Beater Room 
Roof - Job 
#1109.
The old monitor has been torn down and the curbs for the seven new 
skylights are in place, ready for the skylights to-e installed. A start 
has been made on applying the remaining three thicknesses of felt over 
that portion of the roof that has been renewed, with the idea in mind to 
finish the waterproofing before snow comes. Then small patches may be 




The Holly Pneumatic system, for unloading chips, is in operation and 
is working very satisfactorily. Mr. R. Wurgel, the erector, left Millinocket 
Tuesday noon, October 12th.
Shartle Beater 
Job. $112.
Excavation for the sewer relocation is completed. The main excavation 
for the beater itself is progressing very good and is approximately 30% 
completed. The brick archway beneath No. 10 calender stack is being torn 
down, also. Th© old heater has been put into operation this morning, 
(the necessary change-over being made yesterday), and a start made on the 
dismantling of the present broke beater. Electricians have started running 
a special circuit for the 200 H. F. motor needed to run the beater.
Steel Gates 





The fourth steel gate was put into operation Friday, P. M., October 
15th. The old wooden oate has been hauled out for the fifth one, and the 
new steel gate partially in place.
The steel 
It is now ready
tank is completely riveted, caulked, painted and tested, 





of the screen room roof has been replaced with 
the new treated planks up as far as the old monitor. Curbs for two of 
the skylights are in place.





The third cofferdam for repairs to the dam is well under construction 
and a temporary platform is being built preparatory to pouring concrete 
seal.
The electric cables were attached to the Generator Room at Dolby 
yesterday, Oct.17th, and the wire is looped up onto the crossarms of the 
first three piles. A start has been made on the brickwork of the receiving 
station ©$d it is progressing very good. The trench for the conduit from 




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER




During the past week, the water storage of ripogenus and North Twin 
been open at 
water
has dropped off 1,009 million cubic feet. One deep gate hus 
Ripogenus two feet during the week and the elevation of the 
remained practically constant.
has
Today's Report:- Ripogenus Elevs 939.95 btorage: 24,975






Ne. 8 Paper 
Machine.
Job. $1101.
The new heater house and fan on the dry end of No. 7 and No. 8 




The final lot of steel for the screens has been erected. Spout »ork 
in the shop is now completed, with the exception of two rejection boxes, 
ana they are now being hauled to the screen room. Two more screens, 
(one second ana one third screen) have been received, making a total of 
eight on hand besides the four in operation.
Beater Room
Roof. Job #1109.new treated plank
The river side of the Beater Room roof has now been replaced with the 
, ana covered with two thicknesses of felt. The old 
monitor is being demolished ana three of the skylight curbs are in place 
on the south end of the roof. Cn the north end, one skylight curb is in 
place und another one will be finished by night.
^uakish Fish'
way. Job. $1111.




The system was turned over 
the first time. Friday and
idle late Thursday ftfternoon, Oct. 7th, 
baturday morning was spent in the building 
a carload of chips was unloaded in one hou
fer
up the vacuum. In the afternoon,
and a haif with three men. The old method has required frau six to eight 
hours with a crew of nine men aid a team.
Shartle Beater 
Job. #1112.
Excavation for the sewer re-locution is very nearly completed. The 
• 6th and 
F riday,
beater was received at the mill on Wednesday anu Thursday, Oct 
7th. A start was made on the excavation for the beater itself 
Oct • 8th.
Steel Gates 
at No. Twin 
Dam. Mob. 
#1107.
Two of the new steel deep gates are now installed and in 






The steel tank is 
housing in about three
now being riveted and 
or four days*  time.
will be ready for the wooden
£. Millinocket
Dam J©b.#2043.
The second cofferdam for repairs to the 
sealed. The silt and foreign matter is being 




been built end 
from the bottom of
FORM IT
SIGNED
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.October 4th 19 26 from Engineering Department letter no. 40
SUBJECT DETAIL
creen Room
oof. Job. /, 2059
ill No. 2.




The coEss arms are all erected onto the poles and a start may be made 
on the stringing of the wire now. .ork is progressing very slowly on the
ine. Job.#2052^receiving station addition.
Die. R. V. W.
SIGNED F. C. Bowler, Engineer.DATE MAILED October 11th, 1926
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. 1926 from Engineering Department
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 984
million cubic feet since last Monday. There has been one deep gate open 
two feet at Ripogenus all week.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev: 939.93 Storage 24,952 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin M 486.25 ” 9,392 ” ” "
Total Storage 34,344 ” ” *
No. 8 Paper 
Machine
Job 1101
The new heater house and fan on the dry end of #7 and #8 paper 
machines is now very nearly completed. Enough so that steam was turned 




A start was made this morning on the erection of structural steel 
for another unit of screens. This week will probably complete the 
spout work in the shop for all of the remaining screens.
Beater & Screed
Room Roofs
Jobs 1109 & 10 ■
i Work on the new Beater Room roof is progressing very good. On the 
river side, 22 bays have been replaced with the new treated planks and 
two thicknesses of felt applied for the time being, to keep the weahter
out. Six bays more were opened up this morning and will be completed 
by to-night. This will then leave four more bays to complete the river 
side of roof. The roof is in a much worse condition than was even 
anticipated. The north end particularly, as there is numerous places 
where the waterproofing has evidently been holding the plank up.
Quakish Fishway
Job 1111 1
r The final shipment of large timbers was received at.the mill last 
Monday morning Sept. 27th, so that work has progressed very good this 




The galvanized pipe has been returned from C. J. Cox Engineering Co. 
and was received at the mill this morning, October 4th. It is now being 
erected. The recepient and blower is in place, the 75 horse power motor
has been set and is being connected to-day, and the platform is nearing 
completion. This system should be ready to make its initial start not 
later than Thursday of this week, and should be in full operation by 
the last of the week.
Shartle Beater 
Job 1112
Excavation for sewer relocation is about 80 per cent completed 




The platform has been replaced with treated timbers and planking, 
and the bottom and sides of the new steel tank are now assembled in 
place.
Steel Gate at 
North Twin Dam
'Work has been started at the dam under the supervision of Mr. Qribbin 
of the Portland Company. The gates have been unloaded, equipment placed, 




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
R WEEK EEGINNING 8 A. M. S ept . 27, 19 26 from Engineering Department LETTER NO. 39
SUBJECT detaIL Sheet No. 2.
, Millinocket 
m Job 2043
The Foundation Company's diver returned to East Millinocket Wed­
nesday morning Sept. 29th, and he has been cleaning away the silt 
at the bottom of the dam where the new coffer dams are to be located. 
The wales and braces have been sunk and bolted into position and a 





Eighty percent of the cross arms are now bolted in place onto 
- the poles. Forms for the foundation of the receiving 
are completed and the concrete will probably be poured
station addition 
to-day.
scellaneous The Foundation Company have completed the repairs ** “.21
Reservoir roof and moved their equipment back to mast Millinocket
to the Dolby
Mr. Bowler visited Ripogenus and Ragged Lake Dams Thursday, Brassua 
Dam Friday and Seboomook and Canada Falls Dams Saturday, October 2nd. 




____________ Engineer.E MAILED October 4, 1926
M
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning s a. m. Sept. 1926ig from Engineering Department letter no. 38
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage





3eater & Screen 








Lepairs to Water 






The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 800 
million cubic feet during the past week. One deep gate was open five 
feet at Ripogenus until 10:40 A.L. Thursday, Sept. 23rd, at which time 
the gate was closed to a two foot opening for the remainder of the week.
To-day*8  Report: Ripogenus Elev. 939.80 Storage 24,797 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
North Twin M 487.90 ” 10,531 "
Total Storage 35,328
The steam coils, for the new heater on dry end of Nos. 7 and 8 
paper machines, are now being housed in with galvanized iron.
Very little has been done on the screen room installation during 
the past week. Changes in a*24 w pipe line were made yesterday, 
Sept. 26th, so that work may be continued this week.
The treating of the lumber for the Beater and Screws room roofs 
was started Wednesday, Sept*  22nd. Nine, 9 Foot bays of roofing on 
the river side of the roof have been torn up and about one-half 
replaced with the new treated planks.
The Quakish Fishway is about 40 percent completed. This job 
would have been further along except for the fact that the final 
shipment of 10" x 10" timbers did not arrive at the mill until this 
morning Sept. 27th.
The recepient and the blower for the Holly Pneumatic system 
have been erected in place. The pipe furnished by the C. J. Cox 
Engineering Co. has been returned to them so that they may be 
equipped with proper flanges. This has not been returned to us 
yet.
Excavation for the sewer re-location is about 60% completed. 
The beater has not yet been shipped.
Lumber for the platform on which the tank is to sit, has been 
treated with Protexol Wood Preservative, and is now being put in place.
The nine steel deep gates were received at North Twin Dam 
Saturday morning, Sept. 25th. Mr. Gribbin, foreman for The Portland 
arrived Millinocket Saturday morning also. A carload of miscellaneous 
equipment was loaded and shipped down to the dem this morning so 
that work may be started at once.
The coffer dam for the first section of dem to be repaired has 
been taken down. End braces for the next coffer dams are in place 




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M ggpfc*  £3 1926 from Engineering Department LETTER NO. 38




All of the poles for the transmission line are now erected. A start 
has been made on the cross-arme and are now about 30 per cent erected. 
Holes are being dug for the "dead-men" to which the guys are fastened. 









dscellaneous The Foundation Company have been repairing the Dolby Reservoir 
reof the past few days. They have also been moving the boilers over 
the river at Dolby that were left there by them lust winter.
Diet. RVW
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Beater 4 Screep 












Tank - Mill #1
to Water
E. Millinocket 
Dam - Job 2043
Dolby-E.Lillin- 




The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 
1,214 million cubic feet since last Monday, Sept. 13th. 
gate at Ripogenus has been opened five feet during
Che deep 
the week.





24,976 Mil. Cu. Ft.
11,152 M " ’’
36,128
top tier
and the headers are being piped to the steam lines.
of coils for theThe 
in place 
finish coat of plaster on the underneath side of the plenum chamber 
has
new heater system have been erected 
The
been completed.
The four old Baker & Shevlin screens which were used for second 




group of screens 
group is erected 
all the spouting 
shop.
and wooden spouts. Structural steel for the second 
is erected und riveted, and the steel for the third 
but not riveted, Piping is under installation 
for the next two groups
The lumber for the screen room roof 




screens are wade in
and 
the
East Millinocket is 
under construction and 
will be completed so that a start may be made on the treating in a 
few days now.
being
The rebuilding of the Quakish Fishway is progressing very good 
per cent completed.and at this writing is about 30
Mr. R.
Millinocket 
has been received at Millinocket 
have been received from the C. 
the class of work specified.
Wurgel, Erector, of 
this morning, Sept.
the Holly Fneumatic Co. arrived at 
20th. Machinery for this installation 
• Air line and conveying line pipes 
J. Cox Co. but are not acceptable for
The sewer beneath #9 and #10 paper machines is being relocated 
so as to wake way for the Shartle Beater installation.
The
for
The steel tank for this job has been received and work started, 
old wooden tank has been dismantled und torn down.
Flooded present coffer dam yesterday September 19th. End braces 
the next two coffer dams have been framed and set in position.
There is about eight more poles to be set at this time. Due to 
very bad ground conditions on the Dolby end, it will be necessary to 
build piers for several of the remaining poles. Cross-arms are being 
distributed over the line to-uay, so that a start cun now be made on 
erecting than.
Mr. Whitcomb, General Manager, visited the mills at kadis en, lillinocket 
and E. Millinocket last week, arriving at Madison Monday, Sept. 13 and 
leavin^Millinocket Thursday, Sept. 16th.
Enginje£.
SIGNED >—t r,
DATE MAILED Sept. 20, 1926
FORI
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER









The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 985 
million cubic feet since last Monday. The sluice gate at Ripogenus was 
open six feet until 8:20 A.L. Friday Sept. 10th. Ctae deep gate was 
opened 8 feet at 9:20 A.M. Tuesday Sept. 7th and remained open until 
10:30 a.M. Friday Sept. 10th. At that time the gate was 
a five foot opening for the remainder of the week.









One half of the steam coils
1101 No. 7 and 8 paper machines, are
has been made and installed on the fan so that the second tier of stem 
coils may now be erected. Seventy-five percent of the finish coat has 
been applied to the underneath side of the plenum chamber.
A five foot dryer has been set up in the electrical storage room, 
be run open­
observing the
for the new heater, on the dry end of 
assembled. The galvanized iron hood
the front end being mounted on trunnions 
ended. The Bureau of Economy are to run 
water conditions.
so that it may 
tests on same,
of screens hisStructural Steel for the next group 
bolted in place, but not riveted. Two of the old Baker 
screens have been dismantled and removed, together with 
concrete spouts. Pipe is under installation and new spouting is under 
construction in the shop.
been erected and 
& Shevlin second 
the wooden and




•fork has been started on the treating of the lumber at East Millin­
ocket. At Millinocket a dipping tank is under construct ion, so that the 
lumber for our roofs may be treated without waiting for East Millinocket 
to get thru with their tank.
Fishway
Job No. lbll
Mr. Alonzo Mann started work with his crew at ^uakish Tuesday morning 
Sept. 7th. All of the old work has now been torn out and a start made 




fle are advised that the parts for this installation have been shipped 
by the Holly Pneumatic Company.
Shartle Beater 
Job No. 1112
Work has been started on the re-location of the sewer to make 
room for the Shartle Beater.
East Millinock
Dam Job 2043
The second and final section of the dam inside of the present coffer 
face of the dam is nowdam has been concreted, and the entire 
crated.
Because of the very bad condition 
it will be necessary to build two more 
ing the repairs have been ordered.










mighty percent of the poles are now erected in 









DATE MAILED Sept. 13, 1926
FORM
GREAT NORTHERN PAFER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. ^g, * 19 26 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 35
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has fallen off
1,698 million cubic feet since August 30th. The sluice gate at 
Ripogenus has been open 6 feet all week. One wasteway has been 
open 10 inches und another one 100 inches until 4:30 F.k. Sunday, 
Sept. Sth, when they were closed. On Tuesday, Aug. 31st, one deep 
gate was open 8 feet from 12:10 F.l • till 2:10 F.i. and Sunday 
Sept. Sth a deep gate was open 9 feet from 10:40 A.fc. till 4:30 i .M.
To-day's Report: Ripogenus Elev.







No. 8 Paper Lach 
ine • Job 1101
The structural steel galleries 
presses and dryers are t bout 80 per
The steam coils for the heater 
the new fan house. The finish coat
of the plenum chamber is 50 per cent completed.
beneath the wetand platforms 
cent completed 
fan are now being assembled in 




Structural Steel for completing the Haug Screen installation has 
been received, also four more screens from the Bird Screen Company 
have been received making a total of six now on hand, in addition to 
the four that are in operation, lumps handling the rejections from 
the first screens and second screns have been put into operation in 
their new positions. Work has been started this morning taking the 
old pumps out of the way so that the inatallation may be continued. 





Material for replacing and repairing these roofs have been 
received at the respective mills. A considerable amount of the lumber 
was found to have large and louse knots at East Millinocket so that it 
is being culled out as it is unloaded, unaer the direction of the 
Bureau of Economy, at this mill the lumber will be culled out for 
replacement, when it is treated.
Fishways
Jobs 2060 & 1111
The most of the material for the Fishways at ^uakish and Dolby 
dams have been received. rrangmments have been made with the Spruce 
Wood Department to hove Mr. Alonso Mann take charge of the construction 




Tfce first section of concrete has been poured and the forms 
removed.
dam, will be concreted




About 50 per cent 
between Dolby and East 
have not yet been received
of the poles for the new transmission line 
Millinocket have been erected, bro.--arms 
, but wire und cable is on hand.
Suction Couch
Job 2053
The suction couch 
this morning Sept. 7th 
and change a pulley in 
again about 11:30 A.M.
and press job is completed and was started up 
at about 10 A.i • It was necessary to shut down 




GREAT NORTHERN PAFER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. AUg. 30, 19 26 FROM Engineering Department LETTER NO. 35
SUBJECT DETAIL No. 2
Dolby Conveyor 
Repairs.
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Job 1109 & 1110
I .Millinocket 
Dam - Job 2043
The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off
870 million cubic feet during the ^eek. On Wednesday, Aug. 2bth, 
was open four foet from 5:50 A.t • to 7:10 P.i • On 
28th the sluice gate was open four feet from 9:15 A.M 
Wasteways remain tho same, 
one 100 inches.
one deep gave 
Saturday Aug. 
to 7:30 1 ,M.
and the other
To-day’s Report:
namely, one open 10 inches
Ripogenus Alov. 942.42
North Twin " 490.15
Total Storage





chamberA rough coat 
of the new heater 
apilieu. The fun 
and mounted in place, 
the house.
A start has been mauo on th® erection of the structural steel 
galleries and platforms beneath the presses one dryers.
Messrs. G. u. Cassidy and E. G. Gilson of the General Electric 
Company, left Millinocket ednesday, August 25th, after investigating 
the dryer drive. All that was found by them was a sticky and rough 
ball bearing in the dryer regulator which was changed and the reg­
ulator now gives better regulation.
of plaster has been applied to the plenum 
system and acout one quarter of the finishing coat 
house is all erected and the engine moved into it
The coils for heater are now being moved into
The four Haug screens in operation are giving good satisfaction. 
Material for the completion of this job has been ordered and spouting 
for the next group ef screens is now being built in the shop.
The hard pine planking and timber for repairing beater and 
screen room roofs is now being unloaded at lillinocket.
The work on the dam 
for the first section to 
grouted in place. Reinforcing rose are being put in piece and a 
start made on the building of the forms.
Installation of the new steel sluice gate is practically com­
pleted. Gate is all assembled in place and usable but there remains 
a small amount of work to do on the hoisting apparatus.
is progressing very good. The old concrete 
oe repaired has been chipped away and dowels
Jelby-E.Millin
jcket Transmission wood preservative and are now being distributed over th© lino
Ine - Job 2052
The poles for this new transmission line have been treated with 
. A
start has been i.ade on the East Millinocket end and five poles have 




DATE MAILED Aug. 30, 1926
FORM
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. . , -aug» 16, 1926 FROM Engineering Department
33LETTER NO.
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage has dropped 940 million since Monday Aug. 16th 
• Aug. 15th to 9:45 A.M® Aug® 16th 
from 6:20 P.l. Aug. 17th to 8:G5 A.l •
Aug*  13th one wastoway was closed 2 Ft. leaving for this
944 and one wasteway open
<he gate was open 2*-6"  from 7 P.M
and one gate was open 4 Ft 
Aug. 20th.
week one wasteway open 100" below Elevation 
10" below elevation 944.
To-day’s Rgport: Reipogenus Elev. 942.64


























SundayFour screens now in operation — the second pair started 
the 22nd. Mr. Haug arrived here Friday and left Saturday leaving a 
Bird Machine Co. man here to conduct tests.
G. E. Cassidy and E. G. Gilson arrived here Wednesday Aug. 18th 
to investigate No. 8 paper machine dryer drive. 7ork has been done 
on dryer bearings and gears but without any marked improvement to record 
Hy-rib and one coat of piaster completed in plenum chamber, Fan House 
closed in, Fan engine now being erected.
Coffer Dam now unwatered for 15 Ft. depth. Condition of face of 
dam very bad. Apparently no canent in face. Several inches of 
supposed concrete can be removed with bare hand. One seam into which 
a cant dog can be thrust 4 Ft. horizontally.
This job practically completed®
preliminary work completed. Rolls now in transit.
Materials now being received and unloaded at Dolby 
Millinocket.
The Portland Company advise these gates are nearly 
and early shipment is expected.




and East Millinocket Mills Wednesday and Thursday 18th and 19th, 
leaving for Madison Thursday noon.
SIGNED
DATE MAILED August 23, 1926 Engineer
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAFER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER




Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 
825 million cubic feet since lust Monday, August 9th. The gates at 
Ripogenus remained closed until Saturday at 1 P.k*  when one gate was 
opened 2*-6*  and closed at 9:45 A.l.. to-day. The wasteways remain 
the same as last week; namely, one open 124" and another 10". During 
the week 49/100 inches of rain was recorded at Millinocket and 91/100 
inches at Ripogenus.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev, 943.00 28,725 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 491.70 13.180 «
Total Storage 41,905
No. 8 Paper 
Machine
Job 1101
Took Dryer Felt off No. 8 paper machine Sunday August 15th and run 
machine with varying temperature in Dryers and found that power does not 
vary with temperature changes in dryers.
All the structural steel for fan house is erected, concrete floor 
is poured and forms stripped. Forms for fan house roof about 75% com­
pleted. Seventy-five percent of the Hy-rib for plenum chamber erected 





First two Haug screens started Sunday, August 15th at 1:00 P.M. 
Six Baker & Shevlin« centrifugal screens cut out shortly after starting 
these two Haug screens.
All spouting, piping, structural steel, und frames for fastening 
electrical controls, are completed to a point where, two more Haug 
screens may be installed. Crews are to-day moving obstacles and getting 
the other two screens inis place.
All structural steel for Haug Screen Installation is received.
Four Haug screens was received August 10th. This makes a total 
of six screens received to-date*
Repairs ts
£. Minninocket 
Dam - Job 2043
Launched und set coffer dm in place. Moving and replacing wood 
sluice gate. Assembled steel sluice gate and lowered into place. Poured 




Planking of towers completed, supports under three of the trusses 




Changed all structural steel possible before making final in­
stallation. Erected partition to protect belts on Nash pumps and 
motors. Changed position of white water box to make room for the new 
quarter turn posts. Installed pipe from vacuum pumps as far as riser.
Sheehan Carriei ' Completed installation Bunday, August 8th.
Job 2055
Diet. DFT




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. ,_____________________ August 2,
i
SUBJECT












£. Lilli ocket 
Dam • Job 2043
The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 
292 million cubic feet since last Monday, August 2nd. The gates at 
Ripogenus remain all closed with one waste way open 10 inches and 
another one opened 124 inches. Millinocket experienced a very 
severe shower Saturday night, August 7th, 4.70 inches rainfall be­
ing recorded in about five hours time. Ripogenus recorded 0.68 inches 
rainfall.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 943.42 Storage 29,260 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
North Twin " 492.00 ” 13.390 H ” "
Total Storage 42,650
A few more of the pipes from the syphons to the drip header 
were changed from 3/4 inch to 1-1/4 inches yesterday August 1st.
The remainder of the structural steel beams for the plenum 
chamber of the new heater system were erected yesterday, August 1st, 
and a portion of the hy-rib secured in place. Also a portion of the 
structural steel for the house itself has been erected up through 
the floor.
The 75 horse power motors for the first two Haug screens were 
received at the mill last week so that it will not be necessary now 
to drive these temporarily by belts. The rotors of the motors have 
been pressed onto the shafts and the stators are now being put on. 
Practically all of the spouts for these first screens are now erected, 
and a goodly portion of the pipe changes are made.
The wood sheeting for the cofferdam is being driven into place. 
The mixer has been moved to, and installed on, the dam. Sand and 
gravel is being hauled to the dam preparatory to pouring the concrete 
seal for the cofferdam.
Timbers, etc. for a cofferdam around the sluice gate are being 
moved into place, so that the old sluice gate may be replaced.
Diet. RVV




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. July 26, 19 26 from Engineering Department letter no. 30
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 632 
million cubic feet during the past week. The gates at Ripogenus are 
all closed and the wasteways remain the same as reported lust eek.








Mil Cu. Ft t*





header3/4 inch pipes from the syphons to the drip 





thought that the present pipes were not sufficiently large, expecially 
so when higher speeds are attained. 
Sunday if possible.
of the steel beams for
were erected yesterday
of the heater engine room has
The balance will be changed next
the plenum chamber of the new 
August 1st. The structural steel 
been erected and the con-
u ti
Co. leaves MillixiOcket for
Messrs Carrier and Hennings
One-half 
heater system 
for the floor 
crete poured.
Mr. HorstKotte of the General mlectric 
the St. Regis Paper Co. to-day, August 2nd. 
are to accompany him and make observations of the General Electric 
drive und the machine itself at th:,t mill. This is in connection with 






The first two of the Haug ground wood screens Lave 
grouted in their proper positions, and a portion of the 
erected from them 
in the large 24" und 12" pipe lines yesterday August
can now go ahead during the week.
The pipers made the necessary changes
2nd,




E.Repairs to . 
Millinocket 
Dam • Job 2043
During the past week, the silt, bark, etc., has 
from the bottom of the dam. This collection of silt 
five feet deep. The wales and braces for the coffer 
and are now being set.








The four air cylinders for operating the doctors were installed on 
#1 paper mach. ne by Mr. Weldon yesterday, August 2nd. As soon as the 
material for the pad bars is received this installation can be completed.
Miscellaneous Mr. Hemmings of the Carthage Machine Company arrived Lillinocket 
Wednesday morning July 28th.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED Aug. 2, 1926
SIGNED
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. July 19, 19 26 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 29
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage
Ko. 8 Paper 
Machine
Job 1101
The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin Lakes show a 
decrease of 41 million cubic feet during the past week. Gates at 
Ripogenus remain all closed and one wasteway open 10 inches and 
another one opened 136 inches.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 943.89 Storage 29,859 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
North Twin ” 492.55 « 13.775 "
Total Storage 43,634 ” "
Nothing further has been discovered relative to the power con­
sumption of the No. 8 dryer unit. The springs on the steam joints 
have been tightened and loosened, the dryer felts have been tightened 
and then slacked off, but neither show any tendency to build the power 
up to any considerable extent.
The master generator set in the turbine room has been discontinued 
end is replaced by a generator belt driven directly from the dryers, 
the idea being to regulate the rest of the machine to any variation 
in the dryer unit.
Mr. Horstkotte, of the General Electric Company is still with 
us in this connection.
Mr. Stafford of Rice, Barton & Fales left Millinocket, Thursday 
P.L. July 22nd.
The structural steel for the new heater house for /z7 and 8 
paper machines has been received and partially erected.
iaug G.W. Screens 
Job 1105
dill No. 1
The spouts for the installation of the first of the screens 
are practically completed and painted. A start was made this 
morning on the erection of them.




The Foundation Company have been getting their rafts, equipment, 
etc. ready during the past week. The timber and the sheeting for the 
cofferdam is being moved to the job site.
kr. J. M. Wade of the General Electric Company arrived at 
Millinocket Tuesday morning July 20th and left Thursday July 22nd.
A/A Amr' LEFT es/A&Z. 2*4
Diet. RVW
EngineerDATE MAILED July 26, 1926
S,GNED^VK^
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. July 19 FROM Engineering Department NO 28
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin Lakes show an increasi 
during the past week of 42 million cubic feet. This is mostly due to 
rains at Ripogenus as the gates remain closed and the wasteways 
practically the same.
To-uay’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 943.73 Storage 29,655 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 492.90 14,020 ”




Sunday morning July 18th, the drip and exhaust headers to the 
dryers were shut off right after a break so as to obtain the worst 
conditions of water and consequently power in the dryers. After 
running under these conditions for about two hours, the dryers were 
shut down and each individual dryer inspected for water. Eight of 
the dryers were found to have 6 inches or more of water inside, one 
of them being one-half full. The balance were very good having only 
one to five inches of water in them. After syphoning out all of 
the water, the dryers were started again with the headers still closed 
and even under these conditions the dryers were found to require 
226 h.P.
Three of the dryers (one on each end and one in the middle) 
were equipped with Penberthy Injectors yesterday July 18th, and the 
discharge from the open ended into barrels in the basement. This 
morning they showed a small, steady quantity of water being discharged.
The traps were piped with a by-pass yesterday also, so that the 
drip header was discharging direct to the returns to the hotwell, and 
a water glass on the drip header showed no water. Even under these 




Installation of the new screens has not yet been started. Work 





Mr. Charles Eklund, Foundation Company Foreman, returned to 
Millinocket last Monday ahd started organizing a crew on Wednesday 
July 14th, so as to start work on the dam repairs at East Millinocket.
Miscellaneous Messrs. Horstkotte of General Electric Company and Stafford of 
Rice, Barton & Fales Company are still working on the dryer problem 
of the new No. 8 paper machine.
Mr. Meyers, General Electric Turbine Erector, left Millinocket 
Tuesday morning July 13th.
Mr*  F. S. Crowell, Assistant District Manager, of The Foundation
Company, visited Millinocket Saturday July 17th.
Diet. RVW
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During the past week the water storage of Ripogenus and North 
Twin has shown a shrinkage of 777 million cubic feet. The wasteways 
remain the same at Ripogenus as it requires that amount of water to 
sluice the logs.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 943.34 Storage 29,158 Lil Cu. Ft. 
North Twin ” 493.55 " 14,475 *
Total Storage 43,633 ”
Mr® Meyers, General Electric Turbine Erector, arrived Millinocket 
Saturday, July 10th, for the turbine change. The counter balanced 
runner was installed on Sunday July 11th. This runner was installed 
so that the critical speed and the operating speed would not be so 
near the same.
Mr. Horstkotte of the General Electric Company, and Mr. Stafford 
of Rice, Barton & Fales arrived Millinocket Friday morning July 9th 
regards the high power consumption of he dryer unit on the new 
No, 8 paper machine. Sunday July 11th the dryers were examined end 
several of the dryers were found to have an excess of water inside. 
Several syphon pipes were found to be turned in the wrong direction. 
The water was syphoned out, and the syphon pipes put in their correct 
position. Also, some of the doctors were slacked off and this 
morning the power condition seems greatly improved.
A^out one half of the wooden spouts have been completed.and 
taken to the job site but not erected. The remainder of them are 
now under construction in the shop.
A start has been made on the repairs to the piling out conveyor 
at Dolby, one of the towers being completely planked and a start 
made on another.
The Beater Room and Screen Room roofs at Millinocket were 
examined this week and the Beater Room roof found to be in a very 
bad condition. Likewise the Screen Room Roof at East Millinocket 
is in a very bad condition.
Mr. Bettingell, of the Holly Pneumatic Systems Inc., visited 
Millinocket Friday morning regards a pneumatic system for unloading 
the sulphite chips from the railroad cars to the wood room conveyor 
system.
A third Bird Screen was installed on the wet end of No. 4 paper 
machine yesterday July 11th. This now makes thr<ri52" machines 
equipped with three Bird Screens and the screen for the one
is here on the job.
Mr*  C. H. Johnson of Babcock 4 Wilcox Company called Saturday 
July 10th.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED July 12, 1926 Engineer
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. June 21, 19_. FROM , . . „26 Engineering Department LETTER NO.
DETAILSUBJECT
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin is beginning 
to drop off some. All gates at Ripogenus closed but one wasteway is 
open 10 inches and another one 124 inches deep.
To-day*s  report: Ripogenus Elev. 943.64 Storage 29,541 Mil. Cu. Ft 
North Twin " 493.90 M 14.720 « * «
Total Storage 44,261
No. 8 Paper 
Machine
Job #1101
The engine room partition is now completely erected and 





The structural steel for supporting the new stock spouts has 
been erected and riveted in place. The big wooden spouts are being 
made up in the shop and some of them are now completed and painted. 





The sheet copper has been bent and bolted in place over the 







GREAT NORTHERN FAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. June 21, 1926 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 25
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage There is no great change in the water storage situation. 
Ripogenus and North Twin still report full lakes. Ripogenus has 
one gate opened 3 feet with the wasteways the same as reported 
last week. It is necessary to waste about 500 second feet at 
^uakish in order to hold North Twin.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 943.98 Storage 29,974 Mil. Cu.Ft.
North Twin " 494.40 " 15,070 "
Total Storage 45,044 H '•






The new No*  8 Paper Machine continues to run very good. 
The steel for the partition of the engine room extension has 
been erected and the masons now have one side of it plastered.
Several minor changes had to be made before paper was 






The tearing down of ths old slasher plant has been completed 
and a portion of it remodeled into a store room.
Fire pump and turbine furnished by Ingersoll-Rand Company 
finally accepted and bill approved on June 23, 1926.
The final of the Foundation Company’s crew were discharged 
on Wednesday last, June 23rd.
Messrs. Nevins and Bowler visited the Madawaska Company at 
Keegan, Maine on Friday June 25th, regards sulphite chips now 
being shipped Millinocket till.
Diet. RVW
DATE mailed June 28, 1926 Engineer
SIGNED
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. June 14, 19 26 FRow Engineering Department letter no. 24
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Ripogenus and North Twin still report full lakes. At Ripogenus 
one gate is open 2 feet and one westeway 10 inches and another one 124 
inches. About 800 second feet is being wasted at ^uakish in order to 
hold North Twin.
To-day’s Report Ripogenus Elev. 943.95 Storage 29,936 Mil. Cu. Ft. 





The new No. 8 Paper Machine is running on production and operating 
very good. The concrete floor for the engine room extension opposite 





The change to the wrapper paper machine was made yesterday June 
20th, and continued over to to-day. At 4:30 this afternoon the changes 
were practically completed and preparations were being wade to put 
the stock into the vats.
Miscellaneous Roy Weldon returned from The Belgo Paper Company at Shawinigan Falls, 
Quebec Tuesday forenoon.
Alfred Zetterland, Rice-Barton & Fales erector left Millinocket 
Tuesday night, June 15th.
The General Electric crew left Millinocket Saturday June 19th 
with the exception of one man who is to remain for a week or so.





DATE MAILED June 21, 1926
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
1926 from Engineering Department letter no. 23FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Jyn# 7
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage There is no change of note in the water situation. Ripogenus and 
North Twin remain at practically full lake level and a waste of about 

















will finish this week
Chip Screens to be made by Carthage Machine Company.
Practically completed - except change in
six weeks from
be done on this
New No. 8 machine in regular production to-day 
last production on old No. 8. A few shipping rolls {Philadelphia 
Inquirer) made Saturday June 12.
A few odds and ends and cleaning up remains to 
job.
Engine Room floor opposite Nos. 8, 9 and 10 engines has been 
built and concreted. Partition is now being moved.
H. E. Erkman (Milspaugh Suction roll erector) arrived Tuesday 
June 8th to check up and start suction couch and press on No. 8.
Miscellaneous Roy Weldon left for Shawinigan Falls Wednesday June 9th to put 
air on reversing third press at Belgo.
Mr. James A. Cameron and Mr. W. M. Stocker of Cameron Machine 
Company arrived Wednesday June 9th to start winder.
Mr. E. W. Prouty here from Brassua June 10th — returned June 11th.
Mr. Lodding of Rice, Barton & False arrived here June 11th, 
leaving to-day.
Diet. FCB
DATE MAILED Juns 14, 1926 Engineer
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning e a. m. 1926 19 from Engineering Department letter no
SUBJECT DETAIL
Sater Storage Ripogenus und North Twin Lakes still report full. The waste gates 
at tuakish Log way were closed Monday Lay 31st at 10 A.; • and the last 
of the flashboards replaced on Thursday June 3rd. Friday afternoon 
June 4th North Twin reached an elevation of 494.60 (the highest that bus 
ever been carried there) so that it was necessary to open up again at 
.uaxish. Two gates at Suakish now open two feet each. All the deep 
gates at Ripogenus are now closed and the planks are taken off for 10 
inches on one wasteway ana for 124 inches on another one. Raining at 







To-uay's report; Ripogenus .ELev, 943.95 storage 29,936 Lil Cu. Ft.
North Twin ’* 494.25 ” 14.965 "
Total Storage 44,901
The concrete block tanks on the main floor of the food Room have
been shortened.
The Cameron Tinder w«s received at the mill Tuesday morning June 
1st. Two erectors arrived at the same time and the winder is now couplet 
ly erected.
Mr. Peyers, G. Turbine erector, returned to Millinocket Wed­
nesday morning June 2nd and Thursday (at 1:00 i . . standard ti.^e) the 
Turbo-Generator uet was turned over for the first tine and was brought 
up to speed without load.
The erector for the barren doctors on the calender stack arrived 
at the mill Saturday morning June 5th and the doctors are now being 
installed.
The lust of the station control cable from the General Electric 
Company bus been received tad is now installed.
Lesers. Green, Sullivan, and Horstkotte, of the General electric 
Company arrived Millinocket tide morning for the utu^g-up of the 
various units-—The Dryer unit was turned over at 12: i .1. to-day June 7th 
——"T^i tutor gears have not yet been received but are reported to be 
in iortland and Mechanicsville to-night.
Carrick Control
Job No. 1104
The Carrick Control for the eight now boilers was put into operation 
Tuesday June 1st, and is working very uood.
Miscellaneous Mr. F. S. Crowell, As istunt District . unager, The Foundation 
Company, visited i illiaocket Thursday June 3rd.
Lr. Stephen B. Stafford of Rice, Barton & Fules arrived , illinocket 
Friday morning June 4th and is leaving to-night.
S> At 12:55 i .1. Standard Time June 7th the dryers were turned over 
for the first time - 12 dryers on each motor. Then at 1:45 I .1 . Stand­
ard time all 40 uryers were started up.
Diet. RVW
/ <
DATE MAILED June 7, 1926 S,GNED'1C -6in80r
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. May 24, 19 26 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 21
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Ripogenus and North Twin report a little off full lake this morning 
for a total storage of 44,691 million cubic feet. There is one gate 
open two feet and stop planks off of four waste ways at Ripogenus 




To-day’s Report Ripogenus Elev. 943.95 Storage 29,936 Mil Cu. Ft. 
North Twin ” 493.95 " 14,755 ..................
Total Storage 44,691
S/svCrE Mf>y if €t>F -
The chip screens have been operating for the paEt week and appear 
to be doing better. Work has been started on shortening the block 




Work on the new machine is progressing very good. The screens, 
fourdrinier, press and dryer sections are practically complete. The 
calender stack has been erected but the doctors not yet installed. 
Pope reel is installed and a start on the reel-off stand made to-day. 
All of the pumps have been installed and piped and practically all of 
the large piping is now in place.
All of the driving motors are lined, leveled, grouted and wired 
with the exception of the station control cables which have not yet 
been received. Turbo-generator set is completed and tho switchboard 
practically completed. Forms for the extension of the turbine room 
are being built.
A platform has been built under the dry end of the machine and 
the calender blower and drive is being erected upon it.
A start has been made on the Pope Air Appliances for the machine.
Carrick Contro 
Job No. 1104
This job is not progressing very fast due to the fact that all 
available mechanics are tied up on the new No*  8 paper machine.
Miscellaneous Messrs, Whitcomb and Smith visited the mills at Madison, 
Millinocket and East Millinocket during the week. They arrived at 
Madison Monday night May 24th and left Millinocket Thursday noon 
May 27th,
Mr, Meyers - General electric Turbine Erector - left Millinocket 
Thursday May 27th.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED May 31, 1926 s,GNEH^o^— Engineer
FORM t7
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. )^ay J. 7, 19 26 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 20
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin continues to gain, a 
maximum of 45,126 million cubic feet being recorded Sunday, May 23rd. 
Ripogenus and North Twin are both full and discharging, so that it has 
became necessary to open up the gates at quakish and discharge down the 
back channel.
noon.
Lake Friday May 14th and Moosehead and Ripogenus
Lost about 100 feet of flashboards at Quakish Sunday 















To-day's Report: Ripogenus Elev. 944.00 Storage
North Twin " 494.40
Total Storage
A rainfall of .59 inches at Ripogenus and 











During the past week cross conveyor C-9 has been practically 
completed and will be put in service to-morrow. Also the drive for the 
waste conveyor from knife barkers is being changed over. Nothing 
further has been done to the chip screens during the week.
The concrete work is now completed and the foundation plates have 
all been lined and leveled in place. The three Bird Screens have been 
lined and leveled and are being grouted in place to-day. Fourdrinier 
and press frames hate been bolted down in place and the slice, rolls, 
etc. installed.
A start was made on the erection of the dryer part May 17th and 
the frames, dryers, felt rolls and main gears are now in place. Also 
the outboard stands have been erected and a start wade on the intake 
gears. The calender foundation hue been completed and the stack 
practically all erected.
The three Nash pumps and feeney stock pump have been set in place 
end are all piped. Stock piping from the Trimbey mixer has been 
installed and a goodly portion of the steam supply to uryers in pltce.
All except the winder and reel motors have been set in place and 
the 3rd press and 2nd press motors lined, leveled and grouted. All of 
the cable that has been received is pulled.
The turbo-generator set is all assembled, . 
grouted, and the switchboard itself practically 
or sets are being set also. Three more General 
Millinocket this r.orning May 24th, to help rush 
along.
lined and leveled and 
all wired. Motor generat 
Electric men arrived 
the electrical work
The stack control on this installation has 
operation.
been put into
Mr. Martin of the Atlas Portland Cement Company visited Millinocket 





DATE MAILED kay&, 1926
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAFER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER












May 10, 1926 19 FROM Engineering Department
DETAIL
Ripogenus und North Twin continues to gain, a gain of 5,279 
million cubic feet being recorded since last Monday, Lay 10th. Two 
full gates are open at Ripogenus and planks taken off of two waste 
ways. North Twin is rising about one foot per day and should be 
full this week.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 943.08 Storage 28,827 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
North Twin " 491.50 “ 13,040 "
Total Storage 41,867
Mr. Hemmings of the Carthage Machine Company has been here for 
several days endeavoring to make alterations in the chip screens 
which will bring them up to the promised capacity. Several experi­
ments have been tried. At a conference this afternoon, he has assumed 
responsibility for the unsatisfactory operation of these screens 
and hue suggested changes which we all approve. He is taking steps 
to have the alterations made as promptly as possible.
The new floor steel is now completely erected and the forms fin­
ished ready for concreting to-morrow. The concrete work is about 
90% completed at this writing.
On Thursday, May 13th, the first of the foundation plates were 
laid and on Sunday, May 16th some more were put in, so that they are 
now down as far us the second dryer intake motor. A start on the 
erection of the machine itself was made on Friday, May 14th and at 
present two of the Bird screens have been moved onto their foundations 
and the flow box moved into its approximate position. The Fourdrinier 
and press frames are erected (but not bolted down to sole plates) and 
the breast, suction couch, suction press, and bottom 2nd and 3rd press 
rolls placed in frames.
The General Electric erecting crew, Mr. Monroe foreman, arrived 
Millinocket May 14th, and the G.E. Turbo erector, 1r*  Meyers arrived 
the 15th. The Couch, 1st, 2nd and 3rd press motors have been moved 
to their approximate positions. The foundation for the turbo generator 
set has been completed and the reduction gear, two generators and 
exciter have been moved into place and partially lined and leveled. 
The turbine is being moved in to-day. The switchboard panels have 
been erected in place also.
Drive for the pumps and agitators is being erected in the basement. 
The No. 8 Nash pump has been set in place and the others are being set 
also. Steam and drip headers beneath the dryers are pulled up into 
place and a start made on the large cast iron pipe from the mixer to 
the machine chest.
Mr. Walsh, erector from the Carrick Combustion Company, arrived 
at Millinocket Tuesday Lay 11th. Vork on the control is progressing 
very good and should be ready to put into service the later part of 
this week.
Mr. W. J. Fennel, surveyor, of the Factory Insurance Association 
left Millinocket Thursday evening, for East Millinocket.
Messrs. P. Myshrall and W. Price erectors from Rice, Barton & 
Fales arrived Monday A .11. May 17th.
llth ^€h!oston office yigit9d the miu th.
SIGNED
DATE MAILED May 17, 1926 Engineer.
FORI
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
LETTER NO. jgFOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. May 3rd, 1926 FROM Engineering Department
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenue and North Twin is fast gaining now, 
a gain of 8,776 million cubic feat being recorded since last Monday, 
May 3rd. Control of gates in Ripogenus Dam was turned over to THE 
SPRUCE WOOD DEPARTMENT (MR. MAGUIRE) May 7th.
Wood Room 
Job 1085
To-day’s report: Ripogenus Elev. 942.08 Storage 27,575 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
North Twin " 485.70 " 9,013 "
Total Storage 36,588
The chip screens were put into service Monday afternoon. The 
screens would not take the chips away from the spouts as fast as they 
came, it being necessary to have a man at each entrance to push them 
in. They were tried again on Friday the 7th, but they worked no better. 
A service man from the Carthage Machine Company is expected to arrive 
Wednesday morning. The new door in the South Well entering into the 
basement has been put in place.
No. 8 Paper 
Machine - Job 
1101
The old #8 paper machine has been marked, completely dismantled, 
loaded and shipped, the last car leuving here Friday morning, Lay Ith.
The old concrete floor and the old structural steel have been 
removed. The back row of columns and main girders have been moved 
over to their new position and about 80% of the new floor steel has 
been erected and riveted in place at thiff writing. The form work io 
following right along with the steel work, there being about 75% of 
it completed. A start was made on the pouring of the concrete floor 
Saturday morning May 8th and about 25% of it is now in place. Concrete 
was poured in the mezzanine floor of the beater room (where the rope 
drive formerly came up thru the floor) on Friday. Excavation for the 
Turbo-Generator Set in the basement is nearing completion and a 
concrete pier poured.
Racks for supporting the conduit and cable are being erected 
and the conduit on the front side of the machi.ie is now in place.
Wrapper Machine The two new Sturtevant mills for use in connection with




The master control shafts, and the auxiliary control shafts have 
been erected, ana a start made on the erection of the various control 
units although the erector has not yet arrived.
Mr. S. Dunmyer of the Aetna Paper Company arrived Millinocket 
Tuesday April 27th and left Friday Lay 7th after the old machine hud 
been completely loaded.
Mr. D. H. Shartle of Shartle Bros, left Millinocket May 5th.
Mr. E. Prouty left Millinocket for Brassua Thursday, May 6th.
Mr. W. J. Fennell, Surveyor, of the Factory Insuresce Association 
arrived Millinocket this morning, the 10th, to make insurance jlans 
of the mill property.
Mr. F. S. Crowell, Assistant District Manager, The Foundation 
Company was here Tuesday and Wednesday may 4 and 5.
Diet. RVW
EngineerDATE MAILED May 10, 1926
FORM IT
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning b a. m. April 26, 1926 from Engineering Department LETTER NO. 17
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The low point in Storage was apparently reached on April 25th 
when we had in RipogenuB and North Twin 25,652 million cubic feet. The 
gain during the past week has been 2,093 million cubic feet. Gain 
8 AiM,. May 2nd to 8 A.M. May 3rd 912 million cubic feet.
To-day's Report Ripogenue Elev. 936.92 Storage 21,456 Million Cu. Ft.








Sunday May 2nd this job was so far completed as to put the wood 
handling in the new steel framed conveyors. These conveyors are operat­
ing nicely to and from the barker drums. Temporary conveyors have been 
removed. Chip screening apparatus and conveyors are being put in com­
mission this afternoon.
A start on romfval of old machine was made at 8 A.M. May 2nd. At
3 P.M. May 3rd the screens, fourdrinier, presses, winder, reel and 
calender are removed from the room, the dryers are mostly stripped of 
goairs, felt rolls, and small stands and the start made on removal of 
dryer rolls. Six paving breakers are working on the concrete floor •• 
wet end •- and we expect to have the old steel stripped from the Beater 
Room wall to the dryers early to-morrow. Several care have been loaded 
and pulled out and loading is going on day and night. We expect to have 
the last car ready for shipment Thursday or Friday this week. The 
Corliss engine is stripped of small parte and piping, the cylinder, base, 




Additional parts have been received from Rice, Barton during the 
past week but little work done on the change.
Carrick Control 
Job 1104
Shafting erected, apparatus put up but erector has not yet arrived.
Diet. FCB
S.GNED
DATE MAILED May 3, 1926 Engineer
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER




1085 - Lili #1k l
No. 8 Paper 
Machine - Mill











The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 
833 million cubic feet during the past week. Ctae gate open one foot 
and one gate open six feet at Ripogenus.
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 936.00 Storage 20,435 Mil Cu. Ft. 
North Twin " 480.20 ” 5.284 " " ”
Total Storage 25,719 " ”
The screens huve been set in place and the steel housing erected 
around them. The spouts carrying the good chips from the screens to 
conveyor and rejected chips to crusher have been erected also, and 
a start uade on the steel hoppers underneath to carry the sawdust 
away. The two crushers have been moved onto their foundations and 
one of them lined, leveled and grouted. The steel conveyor frames 
for conveying the chips to screens, from screens to chip loft conveyor, 
and from crushers to screen are erected and ready for their drives. The 
old conveyors supplying wood to and around the barking drums have been 
dismantled and the new wood lined steel conveyors axe progressing 
very good. Practically all of the concrete floor has now been poured.
Work on the structural steel machine chest is progressing good. 
The lower course of steel has been assembled and riveted and the top 
course bolted in place ready to be riveted to-mon ow. The tower for 
hoisting concrete to the beater room level has been erected on the 
back side of mill. Sand and Gravel is being hauled and the hoist 
and concrete mixer moved to plant site. Material for this job is 
coming in good. All of uhe large G. E. motors have now been 
received also. Mr. Zetierland, Rice, Barton & Fales erector arrived 
at Millinocket to-day April 26th.
Three of the four cast iron vats for the wet end changes to the 
wrapper machine were received, Thursday April 22nd.
Preliminary work h;s been started on this installation.
The installation of the Cram carrier on No. 2 paper machine at 
East Millinocket was completed yesterday April 25th, and on the start 
up this morning it looked very good.
Air was installed on the third press of #1 Paper Machine at East 
Millinocket by Mr. Weldon yesterday the 25th, and worked quite well 
on the start up.
Mr. E. W. Prouty arrived at Millinocket Saturday, April 24th.




DATE MAILED April 26, 1926
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER














The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin continues to drop 
off, losing 1,044 million cubic feet during the past week. Che gate 
open 1 foot and one gate open 6 feet at Ripogenus.
To-day's Report: Ripogenus Elev. 937.28 Storage 21,864 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 479.30 " 4,688 * " "
Total Storage 26,552 " ”
The two chip screens have been hauled into the building, their 
structural steel supports erected, and the screens lowered down in 
place. The steel housing around the screens is now being erected. 
The floor steel is erected, and the forais for the new floor are 
nearing completion. A small portion of the new concrete floor was 
poured Sunday, April 18th. Forms for the second crusher foundation 
have been built and the concrete poured. A start on the erection 
of steel conveyors from the crushers in the basement and from 
chipper belt to screens has been made. Temporary conveyors by­
passing the barking drums were built Sunday the 18th so that the 
old conveyors may be torn out and the new ones erected.
Work has been started on the erection of the steel machine 
chest in the basement. The 16 inch white water line from #9 and 
10 machine was changed over yesterday, the 18th. Also some steel 
work on the dry end trusses was done yesterday. Two carloads of 
machinery have been received from Rice, Barton & Fales during the 
past week, consisting of presB rolls, pinion and intake gears, 
pipe headers, etc. The couch motor, first, second, and third press 
motors, first section dryer motor, reel motor find winder motor have 
been received. Also a small motor generator set. A carload of 
switchboard material has also been received from the General Electric 
Company, but has not been unloaded yet. The No. 8 Nash Pump was 
shipped from Routh Norwalk, Conn., April 13th.
During the past week, one of the Sturtevant mills was installed 
in the Sulphite Screen Room, in connection ^ith this job, tuad was 
put into operation this morning.
Mr. Stafford of Rice, Barton & Fales has visited Millinocket 
during the past week.
Mr. Bell of the Ingersoll-Rand Company visited Millinocket 
to-day.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED April 19, 1926 Engineer.
FORM
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEG'NN,NG e ‘ "" April 5, 1926 13 FROM ingit. eoring Department LE™2°J1
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 
1,242 million cubic feet during the past week. The same gate openings 
a re being maintained at Ripogenus, namely one gate one foot ana one 
gate six feet. Ripogenus reports 32 inches of snow on the ground 
with a water content of 9-72/100 inches of water.
. CU.FT.
4,424 ” " *
27,596
To-day’s Report Ripogenus Elevation 938.42 - Storage 23,172 Mil 





The old steel water sluice to the grinder room was dismantled and 
the new one erected and put into service Sunday, Apiil 11th. The old 
brick chipper foundations are now torn down. The old floor is f; st 
being knocked out and the new floor steel erected and riveted in place. 
Forms for the new concrete floor are also under construction. Brick 
has been removed from around the main door on the South Wall so as to 
get the new chip screens into the building. The forms have been removed 
from the new foundation for one of the crushers. Conduit for the new 
wiring circuits are being put in place. Old shafting and steel is also 
being removed and hauled away. First Chip Screen is being moved in 
to-day.
No. 8 Paper 
Machine -
Mill #l,Job 11
The steel machine chest was received from /alsh's Holyoke Steam 
Boiler Works this morning April 12th
01 another
received
carload of machine 
this morning also.
. The #5 ”ODV” 






8 The 8 inch white water
Pipers are at work erecting
pump has been installed 
the necessary piping.
in place and the
Miscellaneous Mr. Clark will arrive at East Millinocket, Tuesday April 13th to 
make acceptance test of Fire Pump recently installed.
hr, Stafford of Rice, Barton & Fales visited Millinocket and East 
Millinocket on Saturday re suction rolls for the East Millinocket 
paper machines.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED April 12, 1926 Engineer.
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning 8 a. m. March 29th 19 26 from Engineering Dept. LETTER NO. 13
SUBJECT DETAIL
The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off
940 million cubic feet during the past week. On Wednesday, Larch 31st 
of the gates was 
one foot and one
had 12 inches of
13-3/4 inches of
, one 
opened up two feet more so that we now have one gate open 
gate open six feet. During the past week, Ripogenus has 
snow, equals 1.11 inches of water and Millinocket 











Ripogenus Elev.: 939.70 - Storage 24,678 Mil. Cu. 




28,838 Mil. Cu. Ft.
Two of the new uurthage wood chippers were started up Tuesday 
morning Larch 30th, for the first time. No great difficulty was experienced 
and these two shippers are now supplying the mill requirements. The old 
chippers have been removed ana a start made on the assembling of the third 
new chipper. The conveyors, platforms, etc., over the old chippers have 
been removed ana a start made on the demolishing of their foundations. Formi 
for one of the crusher foundations has been completed ana the concrete pouri d 
Old concrete floor has been removed around the water conveyor to the 
grinder room ana steel floor beams moved into new positions. Brick has 
been removed from the south ..all so as to haul the new steel sluice into 
the basement ready for erection. The old sluiceway has been shored up and 
present plans are to make this change on Sunday, April 12th.
The old roof trusses in the Finishing iloom have been removed and 
disposed ana the new roof extension has been waterproofed. Old air ducting 
in the basement has been removed, xwo carloads more of machine parts have 
been received from Rice, barton & Fales during the week. The two granite 
press rolls and the receiving dryer were part of the shipment, along with 
felt f rames, bolts, bearings, stands, etc. The turbo-generator set was 
being loaded ready for shipment from the Lynn works of the General electric 
Co., on Tuesday last, Larch 
stack was received from the
3l)th, according to Mr. /ade. The calender 
Farrel Machine ^o., today, April 5th.
Mr. J. M. Lade, of the 
on Wednesday, Larch 31st.
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No*  8 Paper 
Machine - Job 
1101
Fire tump-Job 





The water storage of Ripogsnue and North Twin has dropped 1,460 
million cubic feet during th® past week. The gate openings at Ripogenus 
remain the same, namely one gate open one foot and one gate open four 
feet. On Friday March 26th, Ripogenus reported 32" of snow on the 
ground which showed a water content of 9.27”. There was also 32” of 
snow on the ground at Millinocket March 27th.
To-day's Report: Ripogenus Elev. 940.58 Storage 25,740 Mil Cu. Ft. 
North Twin " 478.30 " 4,038
Total Storage 29,778 ” ” "
The new steel conveyor for supplying wood to the new chippers is 
completed. Likewise the conveyor taking the chips away in the basement 
is completed. Belts are Doing installed and motors connected to-day, 
so that at present we plan to start up the new chippers Tuesday morning 
March 30th. The old chip screens in the basement have been removed, 
also old concrete piers, shafting, pulleys, etc.
The new roof extensiam over the Finishing Room has been closed in, 
and the old roof and the old brick wall were torn down Sunday March 28th. 
Old air ducting in the basement has been taken down. Work was continued 
on the structural steel trolleys and roof trusses yesterday. There 
still remains a little more to do on the steel, one more Sunday probably 
fizdshing this. The shipment of dryers from Rice, Barton & Fales has 
now been completed. There has also been several carloads of machine 
parts received during the past week, consisting of dryer frames, felt 
frames, outboard stands, bearings, etc. The 30” suction couch roll 
and the 25” suction press roll has been received. There is also another 
carload in the yard this corning containing dryer gears, boxes, and 
foundation plates. The second No. 7 Nash Pump has also been received.
The new fire pump at East Millinocket was started on Thursday 
March 25th. This pump is now ready for its official acceptance test, 
and the Insurance Company has been notified accordingly.
A firebroke out in the Cram Shredder under Bo. 9 Paper Machine 
at about 5 o’clock on Wednesday morning, Ma ch 24th. The wood part 
of the shredder was destroyed. No. 10 machine w*is  aown for about 
3 hours and No. 9 lost about 5-3/4 hours.
Supt. Nevins returned to Lili after trip to California, Thursday 
March 25th.
Diet. RVW
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Miscellaneous
1926 from Engineering Department letter no.
DETAIL
The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has had an apparent 
drop of 1,756 million cubic feet. This is not an actual drop, due to 
the fact that a gate was opened four feet at Ripogenus on Thursday, 
March 18th, besides the one that is open one foot.
Today's Keport: Ripogenus Elev. 941.46 Storage 26,814 Mil Cu.Ft.
North Twin ” 478.90 ” 4,424 "
Total Storage 31,238 " " ”
The snow on the ground at Ripogenus was measured again Friday, 
March 19th, and was found to be 42-1/2”. This showed a water content 
of 8.85 inches of water.
The old conveyor which supplied wood to the old chip; ers has been 
torn down and the new steel conveyor is nearing completion. Shafting, 
hangers, and pulleys are being installed for the various conveyor drives, 
electricians are still working on power circuits in the basement. The 
second chip screen was received from The Carthage Machine Company this 
morning March 22nd.
Work on the reinforcing of the roof trusses and trolleys was con­
tinued yesterday, and one more Sunday should see this work practically 
completed*  The structural steel for the new roof extension has been 
erected and riveted in place. The spiking strips have been bolted onto 
the steel and almost one-half of the planks (which have been treated 
with preservative) are laid. There is still a little brick to be 
erected on the roof. Fire doors have been built and hung on the new 
wall. Four more dryers have been received from Rice, Barton & Fales 
during the week which makes a total of 34 now on hand. The No. 2 pulp 
screen was received from The Bird Machine Company this morning, March 22.
All concrete work has been completed on this job and the piping 
will be completed within a few days. This pump will probably be ready 
for it's test in a week's time.
The small white water box has been completed in connection with 
the installation. Drawings for the piping of this job left this office 
Wednesday, March 17th.
The Cram Shredder continues to operate about the same, it still 
requiring extra men to help the paper into the draw. It is our opinion 
that could the conveyor be placed so as to aischarge straight on into 
the draw, it would help matters considerably. The stock moves so slowly 
that a considerable pile of broke now piles up before it is near the draw.
Messrs. Bowler and Carrier left Millinocket Tuesday morning, March 
16th for Cleveland, Ohio, where they attended a meeting of the American 
Institute of Electrical engineers. Friday March 19th was spent at the 
General Electric Company's works in Schenectady, New York. They 
Returned to Millinocket Monday morning, March 22nd.
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED March 22nd, 1926
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK beginning 8 A. M. March 8th 19 2$ from j£ngineoring Department letter no. 10
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 
1,311 million cubic feet during the past week.
. Ft.
5,519 ” "
32,994 ” « M
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 942.00 storage 27,475 Mil Cu 
North Twin " 480.55
Total Storage
The snow on the ground at Ripogenus was measured again Friday 
March 12th, and was 44 inches deep, equivalent
At Millinocket to-day, there is 44 inches 
which is equivalent to 10*1  inches of water.
to 8.15 inches of water 
of snow on the ground
Wood Room
Job 1085
During the past week the millwrights have 
more steel conveyor frames in the basement 
veyor drives are being framed and fastened in place also, 
bearings, shafting and pulleys are being placed in their new positions. 
The tunnel conveyor into the wood room was put into operation Sunday 
afternoon, Lurch 14th, in conjunction with the new temporary conveyor 
supplying four foot wood to the old chippers. This will now enable 
the Foundation Company to start work on the conveyors for the new 
chippers. The electrical department are still placing power and 
lighting circuits in the basement®
been busy erecting some 





The work on the reinforcing of the steel trusses and the erection 
of the new trolleys was practically completed over the wet end of the 
machine Sunday, Larch 14th® Also steel column was erected for the 
new reof extension, the 14th. The new brick wall has been curried up 
thru the finishing room roof and has been properly flashed. The steel 
has bean placed on the roof ready for erection. A temporary wood par­
tition has been built to close in the end of the brick wall in the 
finishing room.
machine is shut down, is now completed 
for the necessary wire, cable 
11th and 12th of this month.
Rice, barton & Fales this morning, a total of 30 received to date. A 
blower for the new motors was received Tuesday, the 9th, which is a 
part of the General Electric Co. contract®
all steel work in basement that can be done before
• Schedules and requisitions 
, and conduit left this office on the 




The foundation for the new turbo-driven fire pump has been com­
pleted and the pump moved onto it, lined and leveled, and grouted 
in place. The turbine is now ready to be piped®
Mix Box for #4
P.M. Job 2051
The new Feeney Stuff Box for this job has been built.
Cram Shredder 
#9 PM - Mill #1
This shredder continues to operate about the same us reported 
last week, it still requiring extra men on the broke beater to help 
the shredded paper into the draw®
Broke Handling
Device - #10 FM
The belt conveyor device has been partially dismantled because 
some of the new bearings for the Wood Room changes was used ana they 




GREAT NORTHERN PAFER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. j^arch 8th 19 26 FROM Engineering Department letter no. jq
SUBJECT DETAIL Page Wo. 2.
Miscellaneous Messrs. Bowler and Carrier left Millinocket Monday night, March 
Sth, to visit and investigate the Fish Process of treating wood at the 
Windsor Mills of the Canadian Paper Company. They returned to Millinocket 
Thursday, March 11th.
Mr. Stafford of Rice, Barton & Fales visited Millinocket and East 
Millinocket on Tuesday and Wednesday, March 9 and 10, respectively, 
in connection with equipping the East Millinocket machines with suction 
rolls.
Mr. Crowell of The Foundation Company visited Millinocket Thursday 
March 11th.
Mr. Homing of Carthage Machine Company called to-day to see 




engineer.DATE MAILED March 15, 1926
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The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin fell off 1,088 
million cubic feet during the past week.
To-aay's Report Ripogenus Elev. 942.00 Storage 27,475 Lil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ” 482.50 " 6.830 H " "
Total Storage 34,305 " " "
Since last week's report, we have had 18.5 inches more of snow,
(equals 1.86 inches of water) at Millinocket. At Ripogenus, 17.5 
inches of snow has been recorded during the week which equals 1.74 
inches of water.
Two of the chippers have now been completely asuonbled on their 
foundations, and the base of the third all lined and leveled. Che 
of the chip screens was received from the Garth age Lachins Co. on 
f ednesday, Larch 3rd. This screen was in a slightly damaged con­
dition, but can be repaired here at the mill. Two bases for small 
conveyor motors have been set in the btsement. Electrical .,ork for 
lighting and power purposes is still go ng on in the basement. 
Foundation Company crew starting on vood Room work Tuesday, Larch 9th.
In addition to the regular Bunday work of reinforcing the roof 
trusses, quite a few of the structural steel trolley runways over 
the wet ena of the machine were erected and riveted in place 
yesterday larch 7th. Borne of the structural steel beams are being 
erected in the btsement. The steel for the new roof extension in 
the finishing room is being hauled to the job site. The brick wall 
has been carried to the top of the present finishing room roof, and 
a temporary partition of woi d has been built to close in the end of 
this new wall. Fire doors for new wall are under construction. 
Blue 1rints for the switchboard were received from the General 
Electric Company Larch 1st and Lr. -ade ax rived in Millinocket Tuesday 
March 2nd to help take this layout. Lr. ’ade left Saturday night, 
the 6th. Mr. Nickerson and Engineering Department i re working on 
wire and conduit schedules. Two more aryers hive been received from 
Rice, barton & FaJ.es during the past week.
The foundation for the new fire pump has been completed, end 
a start made on the moving of the pump into the building.
The mix box for this change was set in place Bunaay, February 
28th. The Cross pump for handling the white water is on hand at 
the mill. Piping drawings for the necessary changes and installation 
of Nash pump are now being checked.
The broke shredder was started lust Monday, Larch 1st, unuer 
No. 9 paper machine. To date the shredder has shredded the paper 
fairly well, but there h s been difficulty experienced in conveying 
it into the beater and then trouble in getting the shredded pieces 
into the nip after it is in the beater. It has been necessary to 




GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
r
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. fcaFCh l»t tag! FROM engineering Department LETTER NO. g
SUBJECT DETAIL Fat.e No. 2
Broke Handling
Device - #10 F
Mill No. 1
i;.
and one or two extra men on the beater itself to push the shredded 
paper into the nip. The conveyor is being built over this morning.
The conveyor broke handling device was installed on No. 10 
paper machine yesterday to handle the broke from the dryers only. 
The paper machine started up exceptionally good this morning so that 
it is not known just what this will do yet, although from observers, 
it apparently pulled the paper away very good for the minute that 
it aid operate.
Miscellaneous President Schenck left Millinocket Wednesday morning, Parch 3rd.
4
DATE MAILED March 8, 1926 engineer.
FORI
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. _ .Feb. 22, 19 FROM26 Engineering Department LETTER NO. 8
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage Ths water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped off 
1,061 million cubic feet, during tho past week.
To-day Report: Ripogenus Elev. 942.00 Storage
North Twin " 484.10
Total Storage
27,475 Mil. Cu. Ft. 
7,918 ”
35,393
On February 24th 36" of snow was measured 
Millinocket which is equivalent of 6.72 inches 
then we have had 8 inches more of snow which is equivalent to .83 
inches of water. This makes a total of 44 inches of snow equals 
7.55 inches of water on the ground March 1, 1926.
on the ground at 
of water. Since
Ga February 23rd, there was reported 41 inches of snow on the 
ground at Ripogenus which is equivalent to 8 inches of water® Since 
then they have 3-1/2 inches more equivalent to .37 inches of water® 
This makes a total of 44-1/2 inches of snow on the ground at 
Ripogenus which equals 8.37 inches of waer.
Wood Room Changes
Job No*  1085
One of the chippers have now been completely assembled and the 
bass of the third and last one, lined, leveled and grouted in place® 
The third chipper motor has been set on its foundation also® Steel 
for splitter supports are being framed together. Electrical work 
in basement still being carried on






The reinforcing of the roof trusses was continued as usual 
Sunday, February 28th® The new brick wall in the finishing room 
progressing very good, and is now level with the bottom of the 




Some of the new steel is being erected in the bisement. The roof
trusses in the finishing room have been reinforced also. Four 
more dryers hubs been received from Rice, Barton & Fales Co. during 
the past week.
Mr® Mears reports 
the discharge piping® 
a nd a tee has been cut
pump®
that they have finished cutting hale for 
Forms for the foundation have been started 
into the steam line for the supply to the
President Schenck 
attending Town Meeting.
visited Millinocket to-day, Larch 1st,
DATE MAILED March 1, 1926 — Engineer
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning s a. m. y©b. 15, 19 26 FROM Engineering Department letter no. 7
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage During the past week the water storage of Ripogenus and North 
Twin has dropped off 1,081 million cubic feet, One gate open at 
Ripogenus one foot.
To-day's Report: Ripogenus Elev. 942.00 Storage 27,475 Mil. Cu. Ft.
North Twin ” 485.65 " 8.979 M
Total storage 36,454
Storage is shrinking about one billion cubic feet per week.
Snow on ground at Millinocket 33” • 6.21” water,indicating spring 




Millwrights started on the erection of the chippers in the wood 
room Wednesday, February 17th, and now have two of the bases in place 
on the foundations, and a start made on the third. Two of the motors 
have been jacked into place and lined upl The floor in the basement 
h as been concreted where the old chipper foundation was removed. A 
start has been made on the extension of one of the waste conveyors 
in the basement. Another shipment of conveyor steel was received 
Wednesday, February 17th.
No. 8 Paper 
Machine
Job 1101
The work 0^ the reinforcing of the roof trusses was carried on 
a s usual Sunday,, 21st • The new brick wall in the finishing room is 
progressing very good and is now about one-half completed. Sone of 
the new steel in the basement is being erected. A carload of staging 
and form lumber was received Wednesday, February 17th. A shipment of 




The suction couch on No. 9 machine was installed yosterday, 
February 21st. The machine got started up this morning and the paper 
taken over at about 10:30 o’clock.
Cameron Fire 
Pump-Job 2041
Concrete has been cut away for the pump foundation and the support­
ingsteel for it set in place. A hole in concrete floor above has been 
knocked out for the 12” exhaust pipe.
Miscellaneous Mr. Crowell of The Foundation Company visited Millinocket on 
Wednesday, February 17th.
Messrs. Bowler, eldon and Cram visited the Gulf Island lower 
project on the Androscoggin River being developed by the Central 
Maine Power Co., on Friday, February 19th. Also visited the Madison 
mill Saturday morning the 20th, in connection with sulphite drying 







GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
1926 FROM Engineering Department letter no. $FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M.
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped 
1,061 million cubic feet during the past week®
To-day’s Report: Ripogenue Elev. 492.01 Storage 27,487 Lil. C.Ft.




The remaining two wood chippers were received f rom the Carthage 
M achine Co® on Wednesday, February 10th® Also the three General 
Electric 200 H.P. motors for the chipper drives were received 
on Thursday, February 11th. Another shipment of conveyor steel 
was received Tuesday, February 9th. A start has been made on the 
erection of the conveyor for the chips from the new chippers. 
Work on the conduits and lights is still being carried on by the 
electrical department. Due to the changes on No. 9 paper machine, 
no mechanics have been available during the past week to erect 
the chippers.
No. 8 Paper 
Machine
Job 1101
Work on the reinforcing of the roof steel in the machine roof 
is progressing every Sunday. The masons are now building the new 
brick wall in the finishing room and have made a good start on it. 





Pump - Job 2041
Tho suction press was installed on No. 9 paper machine yester­
day, February 14th. The machine started up this morning very good, 
the paper going over about 8:40 A.L.
The wash ro m has been changed over so that work may be started 
on the pump®
Messrs. Bowler and Carrier left Millinocket, Wednesday night 
February 10th, and visited mills of Canadian I. P. Co. and Wayagamck 
at Three Rivers, F.Q. returning Saturday, February 13th.
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GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning s a. m. February 1 19 26 FROM Engineering Department letter no.
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage During the past week the drop in storage has 
feet.
been 724 million cubic
To-day’s Report: Ripogenus Elev. 942.03 Storage 
North Twin " 488.70
27,513 Mil. Cubic Feet
11,083 " *
38,596
Job 1085 Wood 
Room Changes
//siting for arrival of chippers, 
ville Junction this morning; to arrive 





Reinforcement of six roof trusses practically completed*
Job 1102 
No. 9 Paper 
Machine
press felt stretch columnsMasons installed pit walls, first 
rearranged, first press and couch trolley beams installed, new piers 
for back line shaft built. Installing No*  7 Nash pumps to-day. Suction 
couch and press received February 5th. Machine Parts from Rice-Barton & 










A start was made on this job Sunday February 7th when one sheave 
installed. Requisition for all new parts of this device was madewas
February 4th on a promise of 8 weeks delivery.
Mill #2
Felt Washers
Felt Washer Box on third press No. 3 machine installed February 7th
Mr*  Roy Weldon left for Woodland Tuesday, February 2nd to install 
air on reversing third press for St*  Croix Paper Company*
Messrs. Haug, Daggett and Dennett of Bird Machine Company were here 
February 2nd re installation Haug Screens for ground wood plant at 
Millinocket*
Mr* Stafford of Rice-Barton & Fales was here February 2nd and 3rd.
Mr. Burr returned from Bermuda February 2nd
Mr.
February
H. J. Andrews, Griley-Unkle Engineering Company called 
6th.
I
DATE MAILED February 8, 1926 Engineer.
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During the past week, there has been an apparent drop of 1,230 
million cubic feet in the water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin. 
This is not an actual loss however becuase the gate which has been 
opened at Ripogenus for the past week was closed yesterday, the 31st, 
and a portion of this will be regained at North Twin this week.
To-day*s  Report Ripogenus Elev. 942.08 Storage 27,575 Million Cu. Ft.
North Twin " 489.65 M 11,745
Total Storage 39,320
The chain and sprockets for temporary conveyor has been received 
cand are practically installed at this time. The steel for reinforcing 
the trusses over the new chippers has been erected and riveted. The 
steel plate chip spouts in the chipper foundations are being installed. 
A n old brick pier removed and a column extended to the basement with 
new steel. Conduit and lights in the basement are being changed by 
the electrical department, so as to conform to the new work.
The work of reinforcing tho roof trusses over #7 and #8 paper 
machines was continued Sunday, Jan. 31st. The concrete foundation 
for the new bric| wall in the finishing room has been completed and 
the center column erected in place oft it. The concrete floor in the 
basement has been broken away for the new machine chest, but further 
excavation has been stopped until the design of the chest has been 
decided upon. The calender foundations have been poured up to within 
about 3 feet of the floor and the forms removed.
The electricians are installing a new circuit to take care of the 
power requirements for the new pumps and motors. The #7 Nash Pump 





Pump -Job 2841 the
Mr. Lears advises u6 that he expects to be able to start work on 
installation of this pump by the first of next week.
New Cylinder #4 
Engine - Job
Mr. Lears further aovises us that they have written Filer & Stowell 
2C44 Company for an erector, and if one can get here in time, they will 




Felt Washer Boxes have been installed on the 3rd press felts of 
#1 and #2 paper machines. This is in addition to the work previously 
done. Prv 74.7? <3 T*'  p
Mr. Crowell of the Foundation Company, visited Millinocket 
Tuesday, January 26th.
Mr. Roy Weldon returned from Worcester, Tuesday morning the 26th, 
after visiting Rice-Barton & Fales regards the wrapper paper machine 
changes•
Diet. RVW
DATE MAILED Feb. 1, 1926 Engineer.
FORM 17
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER




Water Storage in Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped 773 million 
cubic foot during the past week.
To-day’s Report Ripogenus Elev. 943.42 Storage 29,260 Million Cu. Ft




At request of Mr. Robertson, we 
lake level one foot to to lower that
are raising a gate at Ripogenus 




chain and sprockets for conveyor work were received Friday 
Steel spouts for chippers were unloaded Jan. 23rd.
1 chipper has been set and steel chip spout work is now 
fork on trolley runways over No. 1 and No. 2 is
Carthage Machine Company promise shipment two chippers
15th. Conveyor steel for
Conveyor 
January 22nd. 
Base for No. : 
being installed 
finished.
January 28th and two chip screens February 





Sunday, the 24th. Forms 
Excavation for wall foundation
Reinforcement of roof trusses started 
for calender foundation nearly completed, 
in finishing room practically completed, two-thirds of this concrete 
wall has been poured, Hers for basement columns are poured, rumps 
removed from machine chest location. Considerable old piping has been 
moved to clear new work. Several car loads of brick, lumber and struct 
ural steel received this past week.
Visitors Mr. George E. Fisher, Arkwright Mutual Fire Insurance Co., here 
Monday, Jan. 18th, visiting Mills and wood piles at Grindstone and 
Van Buren. Left Millinocket Wednesday, January 20th.
Mr. T. Holland and Mr. F. W. Eames, representing Knapp, Schenck, 
hero inspecting Mills for insurance,
Messrs. Whitcomb, Knapp, Gilbert, Joyce, Stearns, Smith, Marshall 
were here Wednesday, Jan. 20th t© attend Annual Lettings.
Supt. Nevins left Friday afternoon, the 22nd on trip to California
Mr. Roy Weldon left for Worcester Saturday morning, the 23rd, to 
see Rice-Barton re Wrapper Machine Changes.
DATE MAILED Jan. 25, 1926 S,ONEDH^^>
FORI
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
for week beginning 8 a. m. Jan*  11, 1926 19 from Engineering Department letter no. 2
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage The water storage of Ripogenus and North Twin has dropped
987 million cubic feet during the past week*
To-day’s report: Ripogenus Elev. 943*3  Storage 29,158 Mil. Cu. Ft.





The motor and pulleys for the a rive of the temporary conveyor 
have been installed. The chain and sprockets for this conveyor were 
shipped January 9th and are being traced. No. 3 old chipper foundation 
has been removed, and a start has been made on the erection of the first 
new chipper on its foundation. The structural steel for truss reinforc­
ing, trolley runways, supports, etc*,  has been received and the steel 
for the chip screen supports and floors was shipped January 15th.
No*  8 Machine
Job 1101
The shaft piers have been cut and the excavations completed 
for the new foundations which will support the steel columns under the 
back side of the machine when Amoved. Excavation for the calender 
piers has also been started and at this writing is very near completion*  
The concrete foundation for one-half of the brick wall in the finishing 
room has been poured and the forms removed. A start has been made on 
the excavation for the remaining half. The structural steel and rivets 
for reinforcing the present roof trusses and for the extension of the 
roof into the finishing room, was shipped January 15th*
Great Northern
Hotel Changes
This job is now completed and the rooms ready for occupancy*
Cameron Fire 
Pump - Job 204J
The manifold and nozzles for the East Millinocket Fire Pump 
. were shipped from the factory January 16th. Work will be started on 




A Barber pump has been installed and put into operation this 
morning, the 18th, to handle fresh water so that a pump in the pit 
which was in the way may be moved. The pipers can now go ahead and pipe 
up the new 12" Cameron white water pump in the basement.
Roy Weldon returned from Madison Wednesday, January 13th,
after experimenting with air device on the reversing press of No*  2 
paper machine*
Diet. RVW
January 18, 1926 SIGNED 1 Z-S f~DATE MAILED -—
FORM
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
FOR WEEK BEGINNING 8 A. M. Jan. 4, w26 Engineering Department letter no. j
SUBJECT DETAIL
Water Storage To-day’s Report; Ripogenus Elevation 943.40 Storage 29,235 Mil







This is a shrinkage of storage emount to 887 million cubic 





Temporary conveyor i® now ready for chains and sprockets, 
shortened 
this
the past week, the belt conveyor from the chippers has been 
to permit removing No*  3 old chipper foundation and most of 






The Foundation Company moved from Dolby to Millinocket Wednesday, 
January 6th and now preparing storehouse and blacksmith shop. Have 
started with a small crew cutting shaft piers and concrete preparatory 
to new foundations for moving the steel under the back side of the 
machine. They have also started excavation for the brick wall which 
is to form the end of the extended machine room. Fourteen dryers 
for the new machine have arrived and been unloaded.
Cameron Fire 
Pump - Job 2041
Mr. Bowler was at East Millinocket Thursday, January 7th to 
plan rearrangement of toilet facilities now in the pump room so that 
the new fire pump may be installed.
Great Northern 
Hotel Changes
John H. Pray’s man is laying linoleum to-day. Furniture is 
arriving and this job will be finished this week.
Visitor® Mr. Stafford of Rice, Barton & Fales visited us on Monday, 
January 4th.
Mr. H. S. Crowell of The Foundation Company was here on Tuesday, 
January 5th.
Mr. Dolbeare and Mr. Neally (Eastwood Wire) wore here Tuesday, 
January 5th»
Mr. A. P. Lane was here Wednesday, January 6th.
Mr. Leon F. Kent of Iriquois Faile visited us on Thursday, 
January 7th.
Mr. C. W. Taylor of Fetherstonhaugh & Co. of Montreal was here 
on Saturday, the 9th to inspect our sulphite thickeners at Millinocket 
and our groundwood thickeners at East Millinocket.
On January 4th, Roy Weldon went to Madison to try Pope Applicance 
on reversing 3rd press.
Diet. FCB
S,ONED
DATE MAILED January 11, 1926
FORI
a
